PREDICTION STRATEGY FOR THE WIND TURBINE BEHAVIOUR BY CONSIDERING THE INFLUENCE OF THE BLADES NUMBER
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Abstract: According to the real functioning conclusions of a small scaled model and according to the simulations, important predictions can be formulated for the behavior of a real system. One of the parameters which is influencing the instantaneous power produced by a horizontal axis wind turbine is the number of the blades. The paper presents a prediction strategy for the behavior of a real wind turbine system which is based, on one hand, on the theoretical study of the blades number influence and, on the other hand, on the testing of a small scaled system.

1. INTRODUCTION

The parameters which are influencing the produced power from a wind turbine, at the same wind speed, are represented mainly, by: the rotor’s axis position (horizontal or vertical); the number of the blades; the shape of the blades; the blades pitch angle (the blades orientation angle); the diameter of the rotor. The influence of these parameters can be estimated by developing theoretical models or/and by testing the real systems or small-scaled systems.

The aim of the paper is to identify a prediction strategy for the wind turbine behavior by considering the influence of the blades number. According to that, the strategy is based on two levels: a first level, which consists in the development of a theoretical model; a second level, which is accomplished by testing a small-scaled wind turbine system [6, 7, 8].

According to the simulations of the theoretical modeling and according to the testing results, important predictions can be formulated for the further functioning of the system. The idea starts from this point: the need to design a system which allows interaction – in a specific way - with the environment and learn from these interactions. By specific way we understand an interaction based on known behaviors collections. By learning from the mentioned interaction we understand the possibility to develop the behaviors collections [6, 7, 8].

2. THE PRODUCED POWER

According to the theory, a wind turbine is producing electrical power by considering the relation [3, 4, 5, 9]

\[ P = 0.5 \rho v^3 AC_p, \]  

where \( \rho \) is the air density (\( \rho = 1.2255 \text{ kg/m}^3 \) at the see level); \( v \) – the wind velocity; \( A \) – the rotor’s swept area; \( C_p \) – the power coefficient [3, 4, 5, 9]

\[ C_p = \eta_m \eta_e \eta_a, \]  

where: \( \eta_m \) is the efficiency of the mechanical transmission (\( \eta_m = 0.95 \ldots 0.97 \)); \( \eta_e \) – the efficiency of the electrical components (\( \eta_e = 0.88 \ldots 0.92 \)); \( \eta_a \) – the aerodynamic efficiency.

According to the fluid dynamics theory, Betz has established in 1919, that the maximum amount of the kinetic energy of an air flow which can be converted into mechanical energy is not bigger than 59%; this value was established for an idealized theoretical model.
In the case of the wind turbines, the value of the $C_p$ coefficient is influenced by: the type of the wind turbines axis (horizontal or vertical); the rotor’s diameter; the number of blades; the rotor’s velocity; the wind speed. A common parameter which is influencing the power coefficient is defined as \[ v = \frac{v_r}{v} \]
(3)
where $v_r$ is the linear velocity of the blades end and $v$ is the wind speed.

In the case of a given diameter for a horizontal axis wind turbine, at the same wind speed, the results of the test are showing that for a small number of blades, to obtain a higher value for $C_p$, big values for $\lambda$ are necessary (the same reason is considered for the small wind turbines – they have higher values for the rotor’s velocity at small wind speeds than the big wind turbines). Further, the experiments on a small scaled model will show the blades number influence on the $C_p$ coefficient, so on the produced electrical power.

3. THE EQUIPMENTS

The air flow is generated by using the fan from the figure 1 [1, 2, 10]; $A$ represents the inlet area of the air; $B$ – the outlet area of the air flow; $C$ – the connection socket to the current cable; $D$ – the selection switch of the wind speed. The calibration of the fan is made by identifying the dependencies between the position of the switch $D$ and the value of the wind speed at the wind turbine. The air flow speed is measured by using the anemometer with cups – figure 2.

The anemometer is characterized by: $A$ – the on/off switch; $B$ – the switch used to select the measuring unit; $C$ – the measuring unit (KM/H – km/h, KTS – knots, M/S – m/s, MP/H – m/h); $D$ – the instantaneous wind speed display; $E$ – the maximum value of the instantaneous wind speed display; $F$ – the average value of the instantaneous wind speed display; $G$ – MX (maximum value), AV (average value); $H$ – the display for the Beaufort scale; $I$ – the battery tray; $K$ – the threaded hole, used for the mounting on the base plate $A$. 

3.45
The horizontal axis wind turbine (figure 3) contains [1, 2, 10]: the blades (2, 3, or 4) are mounted on the hub A through the hole B; the connection sockets C to the generator and to the tachogenerator; the threaded pins D which are used to fix the blades on the hub; E – G positioning holes of the wind turbines on the plate base.

The A graded protecting screen (figure 4) is useful to fix the pitch angle of the blades; the B magnets are used to fix the protecting screen on the base plate.

The electrical signals (the current and the voltage) are measured by using the multimeter from the figure 5 [1, 2, 10]: A is the display for the measured parameters; B – the switch which is used to select the measured parameters; (OFF – the multimeter is off; AVC – measuring the AC voltage by connecting to the sockets D and E; DCA – measuring the DC current by connecting to the sockets D and E; 10A – measuring the DC current by connecting to the sockets C and E – max. 10 A, connection without safety fuse; OHM –
measuring the electric resistance by connecting to the sockets D and E; DCV – measuring the DC voltage by connecting to the sockets D and E; C – connection socket + connecting cable, 10 A DC; D – connection socket + connecting cable V / Ω / mA; E – connection socket + connecting cable.

![Figure 5: The multimeter](image)

The load (figure 6) is represented by a load with a 100 electric resistance and the maximum power of 2 W and contains: A – the generator’s connection; B – the multimeter’s connection, to measure the voltage; C – the multimeter’s connection, to measure the current; D – the rotating knob which can adjust the electrical resistance.

![Figure 6: The load](image)

The plate base (figure 7) is has: the A cavity used for the mounting of the fan; the B pins used to fix the wind turbine; the C channels used to mount the protecting screen; the D channel used to fix the shutter screen; the E zone used to punt the testing modules and the measuring devices; the F knob used to fix the elastic wires of the technical manuals; the G slot used to fix the base plate in the box.
3. THE TESTS

For the tests, the test rig from the figure 8 is set up, according to some specific aspects:
- the measuring of the voltage generated by the wind turbine is achieved by a multimeter, by fixing its switch on DCV 20 V;
- the measuring of the current generated by the wind turbine is achieved by a multimeter, by fixing its switch on DCA 200 mA;
- the wind speed is adjusted by rotating the switch $D$ of the fan, from the position 0 to 10;
- the wind speed is measured by using the anemometer which is mounted on the base plate, instead of the wind turbine (figure 9);
- for each position of the rotating switch $D$ of the fan, the voltage and the current are measured (figure 10);
- the parameters which are used in the measurements, are represented by: the number of blades (2, 3 and 4, respectively); the shape of the blades – straight; the...
pitch angles of the blades – 45°; the wind speed – according to the position of the switch \( D \); the electric resistance of the load – 50 \( \Omega \).

\[ P = U I, \] (4)

where \( U \) is the voltage and \( I \) is the current generated by the wind turbine.

Figure 11 shows the variation of the power curve for the three cases of rotors: with 2, 3 and 4 blades. According to the instantaneous power developed by the wind turbines, the case of 3 blades is most efficient (at the same wind speeds, this is the wind turbine which assures the highest values for the produced power).
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Figure 10: The test rig with the wind turbine

Figure 11: The power curve
The power coefficient $C_p$ has a relative variation (according to the 3 blades wind turbine) as it is shown in the figure 12; generally, $C_p$ is decreasing – the exception is for small wind speeds (less than 3 m/s), when the 2 blades wind turbine assures a higher efficiency.

![The variation of the power coefficient](image1)

*Figure 12: The variation of power coefficient, relative to the case of 3 blades*

Figure 13 shows that for small values of the wind speed (f. e. 1 m/s) higher instantaneous powers are produced by the 2 blades wind turbine.

![The generated power, at 1 m/s](image2)

*Figure 13: The generated power at 1 m/s*
5. CONCLUSIONS

The testing results are showing important conclusions regarding the wind turbine behavior, depending on the rotors blades number: the highest efficiency of the wind turbine is for the variant with 3 blades (in this case the power coefficient $C_p$ has the highest values; the 4 blades variant assures the smallest value of the power coefficient; for small wind speeds (less values than 3 m/s), the 2 blades variant is the most efficient; due to small values of the inertia, for small wind speeds, the 2 blades variant assures higher instantaneous powers and also, the cut-in wind speed has smaller values.

According to the conclusions, qualitative conclusions can be formulated for the wind turbines, generally. By learning from the testing of the small scaled wind turbines, we understand the possibility to develop the behaviors collections for the large scale wind turbines. In conclusion, the 3 blades wind turbines will assure higher aerodynamic efficiencies, excepting the cases of the small value wind speeds (in this case, according to the cut-in wind speed, the 2 blades wind turbines is preferred).
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